Third Suspect Sought In Airlines Theft

By NES PENSLEY

At least three men were apparently involved in the early morning holdup at the Third World Airlines ticket office. All three suspects are still at large. The first suspect, apparently shot at an employee of the airline, injured in the holdup, reportedly shot another agent and the third suspect, a passenger, was injured in the incident. The injuries are not serious. The three suspects are believed to be in the area of the airline's headquarters.

The arrests were made after a dozen officers, including the airline's security chief, went on a search for the suspects. At least one officer was injured in the incident. We have no further information at this time.
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Taking His Punishment

Little Leigh D. Scher, 16, strolled before Denver County Traffic Judge Zita Warren

and acknowledged his 30-day sentence for the charge of reckless driving. He

was arrested near University Park after he was found asleep at the wheel.

His parents are deceased and he lives with his aunt and uncle.

New 'Laws' Seek End To Pollution

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Sen. Patrick J. Hillard, R-Mont., introduced a bill Monday that would require all new factories to implement environmental standards in their operations. The legislation, aimed at reducing pollution and protecting public health, would have implications for industries across the country.

Hillard's legislation would require all new factories to install pollution control systems and comply with federal and state regulations. The provisions would apply to both existing and new facilities, as well as to plants that are being renovated or expanded.

The bill would also establish a federal pollution control agency to monitor and enforce the new standards.
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In Oklahoma City, call 235-6767 and we'll have a great room waiting for you at any Sheraton in the world.
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Beckham, Missy, seen here in a file photo, is a star athlete at the University of Oklahoma. She is one of the top basketball players in the country and has helped lead the Sooners to several national championships. Beckham is known for her quickness, agility, and determination on the court. She has also been a key player in the team's academic success, maintaining a high GPA while excelling in her sport. Beckham is expected to have a significant impact on the team this season as she looks to build on her previous成功.
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There Really Is A Difference!

... IN WASHERS AND DRYERS, TOO!

Everyone knows there is a big difference between cuts and grades of meats, and other foods...between styles and quality of clothing...and the same is true with most of the things we live with in our modern world. And this is true, too, of the equipment we use to wash and dry our laundry. We know there's a difference in the way home laundry machines wash and clean clothes, their effect on the wearing qualities of our clothes, and the reliability of the very machines themselves...their durability and service life.

At Evans, we believe the difference is Speed Queen...the time-honored, time-tested, non-perforated, stainless steel, 210 degree-rotating agitator w/double tube, double water action. Speed Queen gives you 22% more water, 150% more agitation, 145% more mobility, 60% more water force, and 30% more lint. Plus, you get a 10-year warranty with every Speed Queen washer.

THE WASHER...

For example, in the Speed Queen, 22% more water is used which means 150% more agitation. This extra water is pumped into the tub through the clothes, not just around them. The 210 degree-rotating agitator...produces a 150% more mobility. The double tube, double water action produces 60% more water force. All this means 145% more mobility, which means more cleaning action. And with 30% more lint, your clothes are cleaner and longer lasting. And with 22% more water, you get 100% more cleaning action.

THE DRYER...

The Speed Queen Dryer is a non-perforated stainless steel, and is designed to fit into your laundry room. It has a 10-year warranty and a 210 degree-rotating agitator. It is designed to be used with any type of detergent, whether fabric softener or liquid form. It is designed to be used with any type of rinse, whether cold or hot.

THE TRANSMISSION

Speed Queen's ARC-CURATE Transmission has been proven to use less than 7 million washers! It is the exclusive ARC-CURATE Transmission has been field tested, and is designed to fit into your laundry room. It has a 10-year warranty and a 210 degree-rotating agitator. It is designed to be used with any type of detergent, whether fabric softener or liquid form. It is designed to be used with any type of rinse, whether cold or hot.

THE TUB...

It comes on strong in the Speed Queen...Solid, non-perforated stainless steel, and is designed to fit into your laundry room. It has a 10-year warranty and a 210 degree-rotating agitator. It is designed to be used with any type of detergent, whether fabric softener or liquid form. It is designed to be used with any type of rinse, whether cold or hot.